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Project Proposal:      "DAYDREAMING"

Project Definition
This project is about interfering reality to make the audience feel like they are actually daydreaming. To give the idea, a university lecture will be chosen with an actual lecture going on with students. The augmentation of the actual objects/surfaces will be done by 3D video mapping to give the maximum actuality. 
Goals & Objectives 
This project aims to create an illusion of a non-existing place where the sound and the visuals that are present act according to each other in a sensible way. The main goal is to make the viewer feel like he/she is a part of the space and make them to response in a good way. For that making good quality and genuine ideas behind the visuals that will be shown is an important objective.
Target audience / User
The main target audience will be the students in the lecture I will video map in. First the bored/distracted students since the beginning of the projection will be subtle and then as the augmentation of reality increases the whole class will be the audience.Which faculty's lecture it will be is not decided yet but we can say that audience will be between 18-27 years old Sabanci University students. The performance will be documented so the video will have more target audience since the performance is hard to be repeated. The video recorded will be fun to watch since viewers will not be aware of my project and they will be surprised with the actual audience in the video. So the documented videos audience is everyone who can access and get interested with. 
Background Information
This project is extremely related with me being a senior after many years of studying. As a visual communication design student I never liked the formal lessons that took in lecture rooms or small classrooms where you need to focus on the continuous talking professor or if lucky the presentations projected. So when my attention is lost from the lecture I start to focus on everything else I find interesting yet its hard to find anything interesting in an empty plain room. For example I found myself just staring at the table or a chairs back just thinking; daydreaming. In my project the daydreaming will be literally observed. There will be small transitions from real life to virtual for example the tables edge starts to have a stroke and change color.
The main idea is to simply surprise/shock the audience (in this case the students), to give them the actual idea of daydreaming. As I mentioned it is based on a simple idea of getting bored in lecture. I will be able to create a daydream in a classroom actual as a project which is interesting for me. I will not be the student at the lecture environment but I will be the one who's changing, surprising the audience. It is very exciting for me as I think of myself as the audience and this happens to me. 
 
Detailed Project Description
This project will be both live and documented. First I will chose a classroom in the school for mapping. 
 
Scope of the Project
This project will be a recorded video mapping show. First the students will be as viewers to the daydreaming show and then the video of the mapping will have viewers. This project will reflect the idea of daydreaming in a basic everyday life place; school lecture. This will be a new experiment for the viewers as well as me, the creator. 

Required Know-How and Resources
For the project I need to be able to visualize the ideas that I want to give or the feelings I want the viewers to get. That requires a developed visual perception and experience. If I want the catch the audience's attention subtly I need to be able to choose the right sound or light effect. The goal is to make the audience feel as if daydreaming so I want to choose the visuals projected according to that. After that, I need to be able to use the proper technology for the project. For example I need to learn which camera, projector, paint is suitable for the project and also which of the software’s are more useful. Since video mapping is a new area that is being evolving, the right kind of resources are not easy to find so making I good research about how to doing video mapping is important also.
 
Difficulties & Risks
The main difficulty in this project is to be able to create the ideas in my mind in to virtual world. It is mainly about how well you use the software for the methods you are going to use. In this case I need to be able to use 3-D modelling software. It doesn’t have specific software but any software allows you to create masks and animate the masked places like Adobe After Effects, Modul8, Final Cut, Adobe Premiere, Flash.
Also video mapping objects could be the first step but I will map a lecture room which can be hard since I can't rearrange the furniture/other objects inside. This will be a difficulty to me.
 
Phases of the Project
 -Doing a research on artificial reality, daydreaming and 3-D video mapping
-Create or chose the lights/shapes/illustrations/pictures/videos that will be projected 
-Arrange the transitions and the order of the visuals chosen
-Decide on the objects that will be placed and mapped inside the room
-Decide the song/sound most suitable with the visuals/lights that will be projected on the masked surfaces
-Learn the software’s and start creating visuals that will be projected
-Project the visuals carefully to the actual objects, check accuracy
	*find the room for the project
	*talk with the class professor for the project
	*arrange the room for mapping/recording
-Show the final sound, visuals and light combination to the audience

Criteria of Success
My project depends on the quality of the combination of the elements: sound, visuals and light. The aim here is to create a non-existing environment based on the idea of daydreaming. So if the mapping and projection is successful, the audiences's reaction will be a success too. Students may loose their attention in the classes and do daydream and my project actualizes it. If I can be able to create the exact room that I imagined and the exact atmosphere that I planned, the project will be successful according to me. The sharpness of the transitions between mapped lights and shapes are also very important criteria because it will determine if it’s just a fun 3 minute show but more than that. If the phases of the project will be done exactly I will consider myself successful.
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